
IF YOU HAVE ONLY A MINUTE …

To model a system using the Discrete
Event System Specification (DEVS)
atomic and coupled models have to be
defined. While text based modeling is
advantageous for atomic models,
because of the high level of functionality,
modeling coupled models would benefit
from a graphical approach. Graphical
programming can make understanding of
dataflow, hierarchy and dependencies
easier but needs a specialized
programming environment. MATLAB\
Simulink is such a programming
environment. It supports hierarchical and
modular modeling.

Using Simulink’s dynamic masking
feature and API, Simulink has been
adapted to a semi-graphical model editor

for the MatlabDEVS toolbox. A template
block library is provided that allows the
user to create atomic and coupled
models. Atomic models are specified
using a predefined block mask and the
MATLAB editor. Coupled models
specified using the same techniques as
for modeling Simulink subsystems. Using
user defined block libraries atomic and
coupled models can be easily reused.

Models that has been specified using the
editor are automatically transformed into
a data structure that is executable by the
PDEVS simulator of the MatlabDEVS
toolbox that has been developed by the
RG CEA.

SOME DETAILS AND EXAMPLES …

Model transformation

Dynamic masking of atomic blocks

Coupled models 

Editing dynamic functions

EXAMPLE: Model of a multi-stage assembly process 

Atomic PDEVS specification
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• atomic systems are defined using Simulink‘s dynamic masking property and MATLAB editor

• coupled systems are defined using Simulink‘s dynamic masking property and graphical model

editor

• model transformation using MATLAB/Simulink API to an MATLAB object that can be ecxecuted

using the PDEVS simulation engine of the MatlabDEVS tbx

• atomic system specification as class definition is saved in block parameter (BP)

• reading system definition from BP, modifying system definition within editor, writing system 

definition to BP 

atomic model of a generator, that 

periodically generates output events, 

representing parts that has to be 

processed

atomic model of an assembly station with

two separated input buffers and an output 

buffer

atomic model of an transducer

that counts and terminates input 

events 

To simulate a created model chart, an object oriented model transformator is used to generate an executable instance for

the PDEVS simulation engine of the MatlabDEVS toolbox. The transformation works recursive, starting at the upper layer

of the model chart (root model). For coupled models an instance of the coordinator class coupled is incarnated and

parameterized. Couplings are detected by analyzing data flow lines. For atomic models, a class file with the model

definition saved in the block parameter, is written and an instance of it is incarnated with the initial conditions defined by the

block mask.

To create a coupled model, ports are defined using the block mask. Then the internal model is edited by adding

the desired atomic and coupled blocks and linking them. Port blocks in the internal model allow external

couplings.

The block mask allows the user to define a set of input/output ports, states and system parameters. A change

in definition of ports will cause block ports to be added/removed and renamed accordingly. Changing the state

or system parameter definition causes the mask to change the number of displayed parameters used to set the

initial conditions. For blocks linked to a block library all parameters and functions except those to set the initial

conditions are disabled.

AtomicModel

overall model of a multi-stage

assembly process 


